Daylight

Daylight

A mesh stacking chair suitable for training rooms, break out spaces, meeting and visitor chairs.
Manufactured from recycled car batteries and the mesh is made from the same material as seat belts.

DAYLIGHT STACKING CHAIR
FEATURES
Toru Iseki’s revolutionary Daylight chair sets new aesthetic and ecological
standards for premium high-density, multipurpose stacking chairs.
The mesh seat and back conforms to the body preventing pressure points
from forming and provides a cool and comfortable experience.
Daylight’s ergonomic credentials are impressive. The Daylight chair weighs
only 3.8kg ensuring easy stacking and transport on its dolly and features
flexible mesh super-strong, fire retardant polyester thread manufactured from
the same material as car seat belts in the Daylight TECS grey model.
Stackable up to 45 units high (on its dolly) in just over 2 meters, Daylight’s
functional strengths place it in the top echelon of multi-purpose seating.
Featuring ‘stacking stoppers’ which prevent friction damage, Daylight is
ideal for high traffic training, meeting and conference areas.
All components are recyclable. The resin parts on the black and grey
chairs are formed from recycled car batteries. Linking glides are fitted as a
standard feature.
FINISHES
Polypropylene seat and back surround is available in three colours−
black, grey and white. The seat mesh is available in black, light grey and
white. The steel frame is finished in a durable silver powder coat or chrome.
CERTIFICATION

Note: Chrome frame option does not have GECA

DESIGN
Toru Iseki
DIMENSIONS
Daylight Chair: W 510mm x D 555mm x H 812mm x SH 457mm
Trolley: W 580mm x D 940mm x H 805mm

DAYLIGHT STACKING CHAIR
CARE & MAINTENANCE
Avoid scourers and abrasives as they will damage the surface. Avoid
waxes and polishes as they dull the natural shine. Do not use strongly
acidic, alkaline cleaners or bleach for normal cleaning as these might
ruin the surface.
An all-purpose cleaner such as Windex spray cleaner or Ajax
Spray n Wipe will remove marks.
For grease stains use a mild dishwashing detergent in water will remove
greasy marks. Dab, wait and wipe away. Finish with an all-purpose
cleaner such as Windex spray cleaner or Ajax Spray n Wipe.

